Crown Lane Termly Planner — Year 1
Once Upon a Time — Term 4
Week

Literacy

1

WALT write a
shape poem
about Spring.

2

Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
- Children can retell a

3

WALT read and show
Goldilocks and
the Three Bears o’clock times
- Children can orally tell WALT read and show

WALT observe and
describe how the
length of daylight
changes.
WALT record the
weather each day.

half past times.

ICT

R.E
(Christianity
)

know that the
Qur’an contains
teaching about
Allah..

WALT investigate
what material would
make a good seat for
a chair.

DT

Spanish

Music

PE

PSHE/P4C

Assembly focus to b
added

E-safety - WALT
Islam - WALT
behave respectfully know about the
online.
Qur’an and how it
is treated.

Islam - WALT

Paper making
workshop

WALT review and
evaluate different
types of chair.

WALT internalise
Games and Dance
pitch by singing in our
head (shoulders,
shoulders, knees,
toes).

WALT take care of
ourselves.

WALT internalise
Games and Dance
pitch by singing in our
head (shoulders,
shoulders, knees,
toes).

WALT take care of
ourselves.

WALT perform ta,
tete, shh.

Games and Dance

WALT take care of
ourselves.

WALT perform ta,
tete, shh.

Games and Dance

WALT take care of
ourselves.

Games and Dance

WALT take care of
ourselves.

Drugs and Alcohol.
WALT explore when
and how to take
medicine safely.
WALT name things in
the house that can be
dangerous.

WALT design a
chair of our own.

WALT write numbers
Goldilocks and
the Three Bears in numerals and words.
find
the
- Children can compose WALT
complete sentences
correctly demarcated by
capital letters and full
stops. Children can write
a short story with the
events organised
sequentially into problem
and resolution.

5

WALT know pairs of
numbers that add up
to 10.
WALT use addition
facts to find
subtraction facts.
WALT use subtraction
facts to find addition
facts.

Science

WALT solve addition
problems by counting
on.
simple narrative and use WALT use a number
adjectives to describe a
line to take away.
character.
WALT solve addition
World Book Day
and subtraction
activities
missing number
problems.

an narrative using roleplay with the events
organised sequentially
into problem and
resolution. Children can
use the first person.

4

Numeracy

number of 10s and 1s
in numbers to 20.

The Gingerbread WALT find a quarter WALT observe and
of a shape.
describe the changes
Man
WALT find a quarter in Spring.
of a set of objects.
WALT find a quarter WALT go on a Spring
of a length.
scavenger hunt.
WALT
combine
quarters to make a
whole.

WALT make our
chair design.
WALT evaluate our
chair.
WALT improve our
chair.

WALT learn the
names of the
seasons in
Spanish through
song.
WALT match the
names of the
seasons with

pictures of their
features.

6

The Gingerbread WALT use vocabulary
related to volume and
Man

capacity.
WALT estimate and
measure capacities.
WALT
compare
capacities.

WALT create an
animation to show
the changes in
Spring.

WALT learn the
names of the
seasons in
Spanish through
song.
WALT match the
names of the
seasons with
pictures of their
features.

Games and Dance

WALT take care of
ourselves.

